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Section 1
Introduction



Mentor Role
● As Friend, the Mentor must be persuasive in their comments to the Umpire. The Umpire  must trust 

the motives as well as the judgment of the Mentor and believe that the Mentor gives freely of time 

and effort.

● As Observer, the Mentor must provide sound, simple advice and assistance that guides the Umpire 

along the shortest path to success. The Umpire  must believe in the sincerity and credibility of the 

assistance given.

● As Supporter, the Mentor offers encouragement in unlimited supply. In this view, the Umpire  can do 

no wrong, but can always be encouraged to do better. This is unconditional support for the person, not 
for everything the person does.

● As Advocate, the Mentor is obligated to support the Umpire in all encounters. No criticism or dissent 

can go unchecked; no party can challenge without the proactive, positive involvement of the Mentor.

● As Choreographer, the Mentor helps the new and developing Umpire to stage the officiating 

process. From the arrival and inspection of the field to the post-game ceremony and bookkeeping.

● As Advisor, the Mentor provides accurate, factual information that gives the Umpire additional 

insight and understanding. The Mentor can encourage and assist the Umpire to move through the 

upgrade process.

● As Coach, the Mentor offers tactical instructions to help the Umpire manage his games with 

practical and realistic suggestions in improving his performance and enjoyment of the game.

● As Role Model, the Mentor gives the developing Umpire a real person to emulate. The Mentor’s 

attitudes, values and behaviors set the example that the Umpire is likely to follow on the field. 4



Mentor Expectations
● Be committed to the mentorship and the mentorship 

philosophies

● Be willing to devote time and energy to the Mentor Program

● Have clear and concise verbal communication skills

● Learn to properly observe an Umpire’s performance

● Have a positive attitude when presenting information

● Develop an aptitude for listening and responding to a Umpire’s 

questions and concerns

● Be able to encourage Umpires

● Have an understanding of an Umpire’s shortcomings

● Serve as a role model to other volunteers

● Know the Laws of the Game and Umpire Mechanics
5



What is the difference 
between assessing and 
mentoring?
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Assessing is...

● Judgemental
● Judging or awarding marks
● Comparing one umpire to 

another
● Can be critical of weak 

aspects of umpiring, but 
necessary for deciding if the 
umpire is ready to progress

Assessing vs Mentoring

Mentoring is...

● Supporting and 
Encouraging

● Adding value to improve 
the quality of your umpire

● Constructive.  Suggesting 
and agreeing how to 
improve.  Finding ways to 
become better

● Listening and suggesting 
instead of telling
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Preparing to 
mentor an 
umpire
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“Watching one game of field hockey is a 
narrow picture on which to offer help to 

your Umpire.

How can we broaden the picture to make 
our help more valuable?

To do this, what do you need to know?
9

Preparation



Get to know your 
Umpire better

● Has the Umpire played field 
hockey?

● Relevant personal details
● What job does the Umpire 

do?
● Previous umpiring 

experience
● Has the Umpire been 

mentored/coached before? 
Can you see a copy of the 
report? 10



Get to know your 
Umpire better

It is very important to ask what 
your Umpire is working on and 
what they would like you to help 
watch today.  How can you help?

If there are several thing, 
identify 3 things that your 
Umpire considers most 
important.
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Establish your Umpire’s motivation, 
ambition & current targets

Reassure your Umpire and put 
your Umpire’s mind at ease 
about you being there.

Arrange where and when you 
will talk to them before and 
after the game.
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Ask yourself - who have I got to mentor?
The young ambitious Umpire

The Umpire who has progressed but has now reached their potential and is 
content at the present level

The Umpire that the club still needs but who has started to slip

The Umpire who has been promoted too far and is not performing

The Umpire who is not as good as they think they are

The Umpire who is not coping 13



The more you know and 
understand about your 

Umpire(s), the better you will 
be able to mentor them and 

discuss the future with them
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How do we find out 
more about our 

Umpires?
By the effective use of questions!
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Use of Questions…

Is an important tool to set-up a 
controlled conversation to enable an 

exchange of information to take place
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You can 
use 
questions...
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The biggest challenge is to know which 
questions to ask.  You can use them to...

● Encourage 
communication

● To gain information
● Trigger 

self-reflection
● To focus thinking
● To open new avenues
● To clarify
● To involve
● To establish goals
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Types of Questions

Closed 
● They can make your 

discussion sound like an 
interrogation

● They can be threatening
● Keep these to a minimum
● Use them to tie your 

umpire to a specific 
answer.  They are difficult 
questions to avoid.

Leading 
● They tend to say too much 

about your own point of 
view

● They can put your umpire 
on the defensive

● They discourage Umpires 
from expressing their own 
point of view

Multiple 
● They are confusing and can 

fluster Umpires.  They don’t 
know which one to answer

●  You may get a garbled 
answer to all questions at 
once

● It is easy to answer only the 
question you like best

● However, these can be 
useful to stimulate a group 
of umpires to think laterally
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Open 
● Usually start with...How, 

What, When, Where
● Often the most rewarding as 

they draw your Umpire into 
a longer and more 
informative response.  They 
build a bond of confidence

● They invite your umpire to 
tell you more of what they 
think

Thinking 
● Asking a question that requires 

Umpires to workout the 
answer for themselves

● If you get a part 
answer...prompt with another 
question that leads the Umpire 
to the conclusion you want

● Umpire will remember a point 
they have worked out for 
themselves

Follow-up 
● These show that you are 

listening!
● You can draw a more 

detailed answer
● Nodding and keeping silent 

will encourage your umpire 
to expand their answer

● Concentrate and listen to 
the answers.  Read between 
the lines for what is not said



REMEMBER...

LISTEN is an anagram of SILENT
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“
...And Finally

● Did your Umpire do most of the talking?
● Did you adopt an encouraging, listening 

and relaxed posture?
● Was there something important that you 

missed?

DON’T ASK TOO MANY QUESTIONS!
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Section 2
During the Game



Knowing What Is Required

If you are mentoring an Umpire, you need to have a 
knowledge of what is required to Umpire at the level 
they are umpiring or to reach the level above.
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Watching the Game…
Are you prepared?

Think about…

● Watching positions
● Concentration
● What are you looking for?
● How to recognise a recurring fault
● What might be causing it?
● Use of video
● Listening
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Where should I stand?
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Where should I stand?
● Start with a neutral point.  Let the Umpire settle 

into the game.
● On 23m line behind the Umpire. To look at:

○ Position
○ Anticipation
○ Mobility
○ Communication with colleague

● Behind the Penalty Corner injection line. To look 
at:
○ Pressure decisions
○ Rapport with players
○ Communication with players

26



Concentration

Avoid casual chat with
❏ Spectators
❏ Friends
❏ Substitutes

Same position/level as the 
umpire

27

When mentoring, you need to concentrate as hard 
as you would to umpire the game yourself.



What to look for...
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What to look for...
The Basics
● The Rules and Interpretations
● Positioning
● Mobility and Anticipation
● How to blow the whistle
● Signals
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What to look for...
The Big ‘C’s
● Consistency
● Control
● Communication
● Co-operation
● Concentration
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● Confidence
● Cool & Calm
● Courage
● Convincing
● Common Sense



What to look for...
Others - Pitch Management
● Presentation and Selling
● Style
● Pitch Presence
● Advantage and Flow
● Rapport
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● Rapport
● Game Plan
● Upsetting Incidents
● Danger
● Enjoyment



Can you identify any faults 
that the Umpire repeats?

Encouraging your Umpire to recognise 
these and helping your Umpire to eliminate 

them, can be the best help you can offer.
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Recognise what is causing a recurring fault 
by:

● Using your experience
● Review the short list of possible causes

○ Eliminating all possibilities but one

33



What might be causing a recurring fault?
● Does looking from the wrong place cause the bad decision?
● Did a player temporarily obscure the Umpire?
● Was the Umpire too close to the incident?
● Was it caused by a lack of mobility or by too much mobility?
● Does the Umpire fully understand the rule and its 

interpretation?
● Did the Umpire mis-read what actually happen?
● Was the poor decision caused by a lack of help from the 

umpire’s colleague?
● Was it caused by a lapse of concentration or by a distraction?
● Were there any difficult conditions such as a low sun or driving 

rain?
● Following a misconduct incident, did the umpire use too harsh a 

penalty or too lenient a penalty?
● Did the Umpire pick the instigator of the problem or the player 

who reacted?
● Did the Umpire pick the wrong sanction?
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Could you video your 
Umpire?

Pictures of a few minutes 
of your Umpire’s 
positioning could save a 
thousand words

35

What might be causing a recurring fault?



You are now ready to consider your 
‘Appraisal’ of what to mentor

In order to help your Umpire to get better what is 
needed to improve to a higher level?

● What Knowledge does your Umpire need?
● What Experience does your Umpire need?
● What Understanding does your Umpire need?
● What Skills does your Umpire need to develop?
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Identify your Umpire’s strengths from the 
game to help your post match discussion

It is important to note down the things your 
Umpire does well.  You will be able to use them as 
building blocks to build your Umpire’s confidence 
and lead into the things you want your Umpire to 

work on

37



Identify areas that need improvement

Select the most important to discuss and mentor

● No more than 2 or 3 points
● With examples to illustrate each and a possible 

remedy
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Factor the other things you may need to 
use in your post match discussion
● Points from previous times you 

have seen the Umpire
● Points that your Umpire has asked 

you to watch in this game
● Points picked up from mentoring 

colleagues
● Opinions from your Umpire’s 

colleagues
● Points of view from players and 

player coaches
39



Section 3
After the Game and 
Post-Match Discussion



As you leave the 
pitch
● Try and find a word of 

praise for your Umpire
● Avoid a detailed 

discussion at this time
● Confirm where to meet 

when the Umpire is 
ready

● Listen to the comments 
from the 2 sides and 
judge their moods 
without getting involved 
in a discussion

41



Collect your thoughts

● Find a suitable place to talk and 
relax your Umpire

● Think about the game and the 
teams’ tactics

● Whilst your Umpire is changing, 
read your notes and decide on the 
points you want to make

42



Plan your discussion

● Consider your Umpire’s experience 
and ambition

● Consider your Umpire’s personality 
and how to best make your points

● How are you going to start the 
discussion? Find a positive point.

● Have ready up to 3 points to bring 
into the discussion, with examples.   
Be ready to suggest remedies if your 
Umpire needs help.

● A good positive point to end
43



Techniques to use in the Post Match 
discussion
● Make sure your umpire is 

relaxed and attentive.  Avoid 
locations where distractions 
and interruptions are likely

● Use open questions to 
encourage your Umpire to talk

● You have formed your opinion - 
make sure you find out what 
the Umpire thought

● Good mentoring is 80% praise 
and encouragement and 20% 
helpful advice

44



Techniques to use in the Post Match 
discussion
● Make sure your Umpire does most 

of the talking.  Aim for at least 60%
● Use diagrams, physical 

demonstrations, other aids and 
possibly video to make your 
meaning and advice clear

● Leave your Umpire with something 
to work on and looking forward to 
next week
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Strength and Areas to Improve

We have this game on which to base the main things we want to say.  
Take into account also the extra information we learnt preparing to 
mentor.

Use the positives to encourage your Umpire to improve.

Having agreed to the things your Umpire does well, use these to lead 
into the areas that need to be improved.

Use a joint problem solving approach.

Use examples from the game to pinpoint areas to improve.
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Concluding The Discussion
● Agree to your Umpire’s 

objectives

● Agree to the interim targets 
for your Umpire to work on

● Decide together how your 
Umpire can reach these 
targets
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Concluding The Discussion
Remember, there are…
● Improvements that can be 

worked on away from the 
pitch

● Improvements that can be 
worked on before the game

● Improvements that can be 
worked on during the game

● Improvements that can be 
worked on after the game

48



“
...And Finally

WRITE THAT REPORT!

While things are fresh in your mind 
and within a week of the game

49



Section 4
Writing Reports



Post Match Report Objectives
● Your reports should provide your Umpire with notes 

on what you discussed and agreed in the Post Match 
Discussion for your Umpire to refer back to

● Overall, you report should be positive with some 
examples of what went well

● The positives should lead into constructive 
identification of things for your Umpire to work on

● Your report should suggest ways for your Umpire to 
work on the things that can be improved so that 
there is always a clear positive way to achieve the 
objectives you have identified together
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Post Match Discussion
Your Umpire is there and you are communicating face to face.  A study 
suggests that our communication is:

Body Language 55%
Paralanguage (the way we see it) 38%
Verbal Language 7%

You cannot see how you Umpire is receiving the message .  You can modify 
your approach if your Umpire is not receptive.

You can use paralanguage to make a comment sound helpful not critical.

Your umpire can interrupt, ask questions, give a point of view and discuss 
with you anything that is not clear.

All of which helps to ensure that the right message gets across 52



Post Match Discussion
However, there is a tendency for us all to hear what 
we want to hear and to discount or forget the things 
we do not agree with or that does not suit us.

For these reasons your written report should be in 
the form of NOTES on your POST MATCH 
DISCUSSION.

It is a permanent record of your mentoring for 
the Umpire to refer back to. 53



Written Report

It needs to be written with care as once sent it 
cannot be sucked back! You are not there to see 

how your Umpire is receiving what you have 
written.

The Umpire you mentor will have different 
personalities and this will affect how they read the 
report.  The written report needs to be tailored to 

be in tune with the recipient.
54



Written Report
Ask yourself… “What type of Umpire have I been 

appointed to mentor?”

Is your Umpire outwardly confident?

Not very confident in their own abilities?

(sometimes despite appearances)

Somewhere in the middle?
55



Written Report
Outwardly Confident
Often the most difficult to mentor!

● Instinctively they read everything as positive unless it is 
clearly stated otherwise 

● They need to be told they umpired well or they might stop 
reading

● Points need to appear to their confidence, their ability and 
their desire to progress

● Typically, you umpired well...showed you have the potential to 
progress further...but to do so you need to improve your...at higher 
levels it is expected that...you need to adopt these principles 
now...so that the next step is easier...etc 56



Written Report
Low in Confidence
● May read everything as negative unless clearly stated 

otherwise!
● The number of positive points need to heavily outweigh the 

things they need to work on
● They also need to be reassured that overall they umpired 

well
● Points need to reinforce their confidence
● Typically, you allowed an excellent advantage in your circle 

before the second goal...but could you have made it better if you 
had used your voice as well as signalling?
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Written Report
Somewhere in the middle
Often the most receptive to coaching!

● They normally take the message in whatever form it comes
● They will distill it and use the bits that are relevant to them 

and the bits they agree will help them
● They are able to discard the bits they dislike and the bits they 

think would not suit them or have already tried

58



Written Report
Think carefully how the words you use will be received
The first sentence from a recent report said ‘Initially your decision making was 
of a very high standard’

Is the reader now thinking… ‘My decision making must have got worse from 
then on’

The reader will now be probably be thinking negatively.  They will scan ahead 
worried to find what they did wrong and looking for the next negative.  The 
danger is they will read the whole report in a negative way.

By starting the report… ‘Your decision making was a very high standard for 
most of the game’

The reader will be thinking positively… ‘By reading on I can learn how to 
improve the bits that were not so good’ 59



Written Report
Some examples of negative words or phrases to be 
avoided…

‘You were just about keeping up with play…’

‘I felt you let yourself down…’

‘You will struggle at higher levels…’

‘You were on a different wavelength at times…’ 60



Section 4
Umpire Personal 
Development Plan



Umpire Personal Development Plan

When working with your Umpire, ensure that you 
develop a Personal Development Plan.  This will 
allow you and your umpire to track their objective.
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Section 5
Checklist



Checklist
Critical items for mentoring at the field

● Notebook and pen
● Phone/Camera/iPad for recording
● Wrist watch - to track match time
● Paper to diagram
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